
EVENT & PANEL SCHEDULE 2019

TIME PANEL EVENT

11:00am Edibles 101 All you need to know about creating your own edibles.

11:45am PotAway PotAway’s ingenuity brings you the clean solution to your stinky problems!

12:15pm Kevin Brauch’s POT-tails A story & conversation about cannabis infused cocktails with the Thirsty Traveller Kevin 
Brauch.

1:00pm Super Trooper Erik Stolhanske Live! Join us for a hilarious time featuring Broken Lizard Storytelling & a Q&A with the man 
behind Rabbit in Super Troopers - presented by Niagara Cannabiz Company.

2:00pm Dining with Cannabis
Chef Justin Salomone wants you to learn how to include cannabis in your dining 

experience. Justin will explain the decarboxylation of cannabis for food consumption, 
how to manage the dosing and the safe use of cannabis infused foods.

2:45pm Using the Whole Plant in Your Daily 
Menu

Using not just the buds, join Chef Danny Raposo as he makes cannabis flour with the 
fan leaves of the cannabis plant. Learn how to decarb the leaf and use it to make a 

fresh pasta recipe from scratch.

3:30pm Infusing Cannabis in Cooking Learn how to infuse your favourite butters, oils and more with cannabis to add them 
to your cooking routine.

4:20pm Canopy Growth Softgels & You Softgels offer a convenient, precise and discrete dosing solution for those interested in 
consuming their medical cannabis in pill form.

420 Expo Demo Stage

TIME PANEL EVENT

11:00am Cannabis Laws and How
 They Affect You

Departures Capital Team Member Aaron Missere lets you know everything you need to 
know about the new cannabis laws and how they will affect the average cannabis user.

12:00pm Cannabis Stocks for Beginners

Canadian Securities Exchange will be leading a panel discussing the necessary steps to 
getting started in the Cannabis stock exchange. Join Phillip Shum, a director of listing 

development at Canadian Securities Exchange, to hear first hand what company stocks 
are best for beginners looking for investment opportunities in the Cannabis industry.

1:00pm Home Growing 101
Learn how to germinate seeds, what nutrients the plants need, how to tell if the plant is 
male or female, diagnosing issues, how to know when your flowers are ready for harvest 

& how to properly cure your buds for maximum flavour and taste.

1:45pm Education and HR: Bridging the Gap 
Between Diversity and Inclusion

It is widely acknowledged that regulated cannabis is lacking appropriate representation 
by women in leadership, LGBTTQQ2SIA folks, and the people from the very communities 

disproportionately harmed by marijuana prohibition. Erin Gratton and Conor Purdon 
explore the critical connection between education (diversity) and cannabis workplace 

practices (inclusion).  

2:30pm Investing in the Global Cannabis 
Industry

Join Departures Capital’s Aaron Missere as he discusses investing in the cannabis industry
 in 2019. Learn about great investment opportunities in the cannabis space and get a 

general perspective on where the cannabis industry is heading in the short and 
long term. 

3:15pm Medical Cannabis 101 Hear from experienced medical consultants who have a passion for helping make medical 
cannabis accessible to those who need it.

4:00pm Women & Cannabis Canndora and their guest experts teach you about Women & Cannabis in Niagara. 
A discussion about women, cannabis, wellness and what’s to come.

420 Expo Educational Stage

All panels and events are FREE with 420 Expo admission!

SCHEDULE IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.


